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The Law of Attraction

Certainly by now you have heard of the Law of Attraction even if you aren't that interested in

new age ideas. The theory behind the whole idea is people can have the desire they wish for as

long as they think very long and hard about it. All up to the point where they can feel it and see it

although it is not there yet. It must be said though even if you develop into what you like, you

take the bad with the good.

Whether you like it or whether you don't, the Law of Attraction will work. It has always been that

way and it will always be the way it is until there is no more wishing, praying, feelings or beliefs,

than the idea will survive. Everything you do leaves a spot in space and the same goes with our

feelings and our wishes. The Law of Attraction does exist just like the sun rises in the east and

sets in the west. Some people consider thing that cannot be proved or have an explanation

behind it is considered faith or miracles or even something that was meant to happen. This Law

of Attraction studies behind the "it was meant to happen belief."

This Law of Attraction will bound to teach you that should you think of something that you want

positively, it will occur. Yet, if you think negatively, then bad things are bound to happen.

Although bad things can happen that aren’t bound to the law though most of the time it is. Case

in point... you are scared that you be robbed when you are walking. This thought is every day.

Eventually one day this will be the actual case.

But there are cases where the regulation cannot apply. For example, a baby/toddler who has

been abused cannot begin to understand what is happening to them and do not have the

capability to say, I wish this would happen to me.
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Think for a moment about your setting as a comic strip that is created every time you flip the

pages in the book. This means you, your own being and self, is responsible for the environment

that has been created around you. You are the one holding the strings while the people and the

events surrounding you are your puppets. Is this the way you anticipated your life? Just change

the way it turns out, if it is not the way you want things to be.

Every being has the ability to change what they do not like about their surroundings. No one can

create it for you, so you need to do it for yourself if you do not like it. Course there those that

wanted something to occur to you despite your not wanting it to. It does not mean you did

anything wrong or could not change it to your advantage, it was just not to be the way you

wanted it.

So when it's time to get out of your boring lifestyle since you no longer care for it, only pure

positive thinking is the way to go. By changing your lifestyle and your way of thinking can you

truly be living your reverie? Do not forget your brain; it is a great tool to use with our abilities.
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How to Experience the Law of Attraction

The Law of Attraction - it's a recent concept that the scientific community is finally

acknowledging that exists. Yet, most of society does not see it that way since it is fairly new. So

how do we get one see that the Law of Attraction is real? How can we convince one person to

see that what you want and what you get are two separate things?

The Power of Wishing & the Law of Attraction

The first thing to do is to imagine something you terribly want. Something you know could not

ever happen. Imagine yourself with what you want, touching it and feeling it. Then should

everything go well and the way you want, then your dreams should come true.

Despite the power of wishing, you need to be realistic. Case in point with wanting dessert after

supper, just because you wish you could have dessert after your supper, does not always make

it so.

Society nowadays is a lot more cautious especially with fraud cases becoming more and more

frequent and people being more aware of them. No wonder it is getting harder and harder to

prove that the Law of Attraction is what the person experienced.

Law of Attraction tests

How can we test the Law of Attraction so it is easy to understand? Let us try this experiment. It

is simple and require things easily found in a household. Take a small bit of carpet and a glass

of grape juice. Can you see where this is heading? The idea is to fill a glass full of grape

juice...indeed to the very tip and walk across the "white" carpet without spilling a single drop.
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If you do not happen to have carpeting, then it would be irrelevant to try the experiment. There

is another people can try. Even if you have never played golf, try playing it for this idea. Find a

hole that already has water in it. The idea is to hit the ball over the danger. Imagine the ball

going over the hole as you hit the ball with the golf club. What was the end result? Did your ball

go into the water?

If you decided to do the two experiments and it did not go the way you wanted, then you were

probably asking for it. You, more than likely, thought in the back of your mind about not spilling

the glass of grape juice or doing a good golf shot. These were only two things in the mass of

other signals we do not think of because they happen often. Imagine all the things we miss just

because of this oversight?

Remember, the Law of Attraction is giving us what we asked for. In both of these "examples",

they fell into the negative side instead of the positive one because a bad result came out in each

one.

If one person is convinced about the Law of Attraction being real, then that is one less person to

convince and one more to convince others. If you understand the Law of Attraction, then you

might be on your way to create a happier lifestyle. If not though, then it means it will only be

faith, nothing more. Yet, most scientists understand it is the law that something does happen.
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The Law of Attraction and Relationships

It has been believed many times that the Laws of Attraction can patent itself when it comes to

the matters of wealth, happiness and health. Having a meaningful relationship is part of the

pleasure that is felt. The relationships can be of love, family or even simple relationships. The

Laws of Attraction affect each one of them.

Whether you are knowingly using the Laws of Attraction in your life, it is always working in your

life. A person is always placing vibrations out in the universe thus collecting like energies that

will and do come back to them.

It is when you intentionally use the Laws of Attraction that you must focus on what you fancy.

Afterward, these encouraging items arrive to you. What becomes important is what you put your

attention to the most and when you put all importance into that one thing, you begin to get

excited about it. The excitement turns into a greater power than any drummed up by simply

saying again and again what you are wanting. This Law of Attraction works the same way

in relations as well.

The Law of Attraction can help people find that one person most special to them and bring the

mate to the person through this law. You need to first determine what type of mate you want.

Make a list if need be and write down your strengths and the strengths that you are looking for.

Also, write down the joys you would love to share with your special someone.

Once you have that more concrete list and idea of what you are looking for then the universe,

according to the Law of Attraction, will bring you the mate you have been waiting for. Of course,

all this will ensue through a series of frequencies. You send out what you want that pulsation

goes out and gathers other frequencies you may like.

It is usually a matter of moments before two people meet because their frequencies were

vibrating at the same time. Thus the Law of Attraction is at work. Always follow your instincts

and if you have the urge to do something else on a whim, do it. It could be on your meet your

perfect mate.
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Letting the Law of Attraction do the work is best in this case. Repeatedly to confirm in your mind

that the person you are seeking for does, in fact, exist. You must remember to believe in that

person. If you draw attention and overall excitement to it, then things will happen. You have to

believe it will.

In the theory of matching, it does work well with other relationships. If you put energy and time

toward an individual in your life, then that energy can be for them or against them. This depends

on the amount of power you send them and what type. In return, you will get a matched

frequency and get the consequence you expected. This is called the Law of Attraction.

With the Law of Attraction, should you be feeling down, it will provide you with a person with an

even despair. As you both fall down deeper into despair, then you will be deciding if the law is

better working against you or for you and you will choose for you in most cases. Find ways to

vibrate in positive efforts. You should be able to reinforce and elongate friendships like never

before with this being the case.
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Laws of Attraction in the Matter of Appearance

Do you wake up, get a shower and wonder what you are going to wear? Do you spend more

than an hour getting ready so you can look good when you go outside or are you one of these

people who throw on whatever you can, not caring about the thoughts of others? Did you know

that what you wear matters?

When others meet you for the very first time, how you appear to them tells them much about

you. It also tells them if they want to be friends with you or move on. What you wear says many

things about you and about who you desire to be?

Creating a positive initial impression with a clean and neat appearance is a very important part

of meeting someone. Slobs do not attract people around them. It tells people that you have no

desire for the regards of yourself or anyone else who you may come into contact with.

Remember that members of the opposite sex are attracted to those people who believe to be on

top of "food chain". This is metaphorically speaking, of course. Course no one is going to think

this way if you cannot do things for yourself without assistance.

Appearance of Clothing

Clothes should be clean, neat and properly fitting so the image you present to others is one as if

you care about yourself as well as your belongings and the people around you. It is rare to care

about yourself and not others around you but it is quite easy to care for others and not yourself.

This does not mean you should spend a fortune on clothing, jewelry, make-up and anything else

that would make you spend more than what is necessary. Plus you do not need to spend more

than three hours getting all spruced up. Let the essence of yourself shine through without

getting overly done. Even when you look like that, it can tell people that you are trying to hard.

Be yourself but look good doing it.

What kind of clothing should you wear? Ask for help.
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If you do not know what your essence...remember that for most people, wearing jeans and

sweatshirts or t-shirts are comfortable, every-day clothing. Much more comfortable than wearing

dress clothes. You must understand that just because you choose comfortably clothing over

dress clothing, does not mean you care less about yourself and how you appear to others.

If you are hesitant about the taste of your clothing, there are people out there who can help you.

People can go to sales clerk, especially those in retail clothing, who are qualified to have a good

eye for what does and does not look good on people. Most people do not know what looks good

on them even though they think it does. A common misconception which is why it is always

good to have a friend go shopping with you. A second opinion is always best when buying

clothing. With sales clerks, they know if they help their customers buy nice clothing that the

customer is likely to come back.

You must remember that a second impression never happens and that first impression is

everything. If you make a negative impression from the get-go, it can be very damaging. Try to

look your best even if you run out to get something from the grocery store. If you put your best

foot forward, you are likely to be remembered for someone who takes pride in themselves.
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How to Practice the Laws of Attraction

Try to imagine if you had all the money you might need and want and never have the need to

want for it again. Next imagine if you had immense affairs with everyone you knew and are in a

wonderful state of well being. Again, imagine you spending your life in perfect harmony and in

complete peace. Should you carry out the Laws of Attraction, it is said you will get these things

and more so long as you believe it will be so.

The first thing to do is to perform the Law of Attraction and embrace the feeling of appreciation.

Be thankful and grateful for all that you have and center on only the superior things in life. Doing

so will bring positive sentiments according to the law.

Now those positive feelings will turn themselves into positive energy, thus according to the Laws

of Attraction it is supposed to be. It is when you send out the positive energy that you are to see

good things return back to you through this law. For example, you are holding onto a luck

charm, say for instance, a bent penny, by concentrating on those positive things it reminds you

to be appreciative every time you touch it or see it.

Be aware of the thoughts you have according to the Laws of Attraction. Many people go through

their days with flitting thoughts going in and out. Of course, many people pay little attention to

this detail. Should you be conscious on the Laws of Attraction, then you can monitor them

thoughts on a certain degree level. You can eventually get a feel for where your thoughts are

headed. Do they lead down a negative path? If so, using the Laws of Attraction can change that.

You should, before much else, figure out what it is that you want. These things do not need to

be things that are easy to get but rather things that can be attainable with a little bit of hard

work. Going for your dreams shouldn't be a hard thing. Example: the universe will not give a

different exertion to give you something fantastic in return. Thus the Laws of Attraction applies

to supply them.

Perhaps you really don't know what you want. You have been told over and over again No, you

can't have that that you pretty much have stopped wanting it. Yet, it is time to do some soul
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searching and find out what you could get through those Laws of Attraction that is going to

please you. Go through magazines, head out to showroom floors and look at model houses.

Who knows? Maybe some ideas will start popping out at you. Yet, the Laws of Attraction do not

work this way. It works to remember that all you need is to trust that the good thing will happen

and leave the rest up to the universe.

If you know the Laws of Attraction, it can alter your life. It takes certain mindsets to work within

these laws but mastering it is never hard, even if it seems like it is. All you need is a bit of

patience, time and above all else... faith.
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The Consequences in the Law of Attraction

Every adult knows that when you have an action, you end up with a reaction. With every move

we make, we end up with some kind of consequence. However, adults need to teach children

that everything has a consequence.

Yet, not all consequences are bad. A good consequence is flowers growing when it rains and

then the sun comes out. This is a positive consequence.

However, a negative consequence can be when a person is out in public drinking alcohol and

then gets behind the wheel of a car and driving it. This can come with a very high price... either

with an accident or getting caught by police and going to jail.

This holds true when you talk about the law of attraction. If a person follows the law, then it is

supposed to lead to gratification and maybe even happiness. But there is always a price to pay

when you break the law.

Only when you break this law, it is not as simple as going to jail or doing community service.

This breakage of the law will follow you for the reminder of your life. Some of the law breaking-

negative consequence is listed below.

* You will grow old, perhaps fat, bald and alone

* You could have a Hell's Angel gang after you for the rest of your life

* You'll find yourself married, raising a family and living in a small town, all after you get married

after only two dates.

* You'll be unemployed

* You'll be in jail

* You may have an unhappy wife or husband stalking you

* You could be the king or queen of a barren island

* You may tell tales of your humiliation to family and friends

* You won't be invited to Happy Hour on Fridays anymore

* No more office party invitations

* You could be sleeping in the barn rather than a house

* Your pride could be broken where you walk with your head in shame and not up high
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* You can never look your friends in the eye again

* Old friends will never be friends of the future as it is just too weird

* You could be in love with someone but never get the feeling returned

* Strange men and women will be calling your home all the time, at all hours

* Strange packages will be on your doorstep every day

* Your kids could end up hating you

and

* You could be at the business end of a pink slip or a gun.

Of course, these are extreme situations where you may or may not find yourself at. Although the

possibility does exist, one wrong step does not mean all bad things will happen to you from that

point on.

It is imperative that people weight their choices carefully when it comes to things of importance.

For your see... the law of attraction can go either way: it is either a positive or negative

consequences.
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Scientific Study Of Male And Female Interactions

What is it behind the attraction for men to women and women to men? What is it about the

individual that makes them irresistible to their opposite counterpart? There is a number of

factors that needs to be considered; yet let's look at the core of the predicament: the Science of

Attraction.

The main component that allows for mate selection seems to lie in the evolutionary need for the

species to continue. There is no doubt that in animal species, the strong is chosen to carry on

the reproduction process because it is likely they would produce strong or stronger offspring.

Weak members are never chosen in the animal kingdom because of the need to survive. If

weak members were chosen to procreate, it is likely their children would be weak as well,

possibly not surviving into adulthood thus this would end the species.

Primarily, males and females that battled and proved themselves strongest attracted mates

more often. Then, they would choose from the strongest from those. Mother Nature's circle of

life would indeed go on, with genes often ensuring their children were given ample opportunity

in the very beginning of their lives. No different from males and females of the human race

search out those people of the healthiest and physically fit types. It is they who can survive

physically in the environment.

Set aside those of strongest and survivalist, pheromones play a big part in attracting mates.

What are pheromones? Pheromones are chemically secreted molecules that are produced and

carried through an airborne route, which causes a great deal of sexual response in animals

(including humans, too.) An animal carries the belief that the pheromone allowed the animal to

choose a mate based up its ability to produce offspring with a strong immune system.

Up until recently, it was thought the human race had lost the pheromone ability to attract a mate.

However, research into how much of a role pheromones play on the human race is not

available. All of it is in the matter of speculation. So with this being the case, is the human race

no different from their animal kingdom when it comes to avoiding extinction
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